Abstract-Pointer bugs associated with dynamically-allocated objects resulting in out-of-bounds memory access are an important class of software bugs. Because such bugs cannot be detected easily via static-checking techniques, dynamic monitoring schemes have been proposed. However, the key challenge with dynamic monitoring schemes is the runtime overhead (slowdowns of the order of 10x are common). Previous approaches have used thread-level speculation (TLS) to reduce the overhead. However, the approaches still incur substantial slowdowns while requiring complex TLS hardware. We make the key observation that because the monitor code and user code are largely and unambiguously independent, TLS hardware with all its complexity to handle speculative parallelism is unnecessary. We explicitly multithread the monitor code in which a thread checks one access and use SMT to exploit the parallelism in the monitor code.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to the National Institute of Standards (NIST) "software developers spend approximately 80% of development costs on identifying and correcting defects and yet few products of any type other than software are shipped with so many errors" [1] . To address this problem, static checking tool, such as [9] , [11] , [15] , [17] attempt to detect and remove software bugs in the testing and verification phase. However, NIST reports that more than half of bugs are not found until "downstream" in the development process or during post-sale use of software. This figure will worsen as software becomes more complex. To address the large percentage of bugs slipping through static checking, dynamic monitoring schemes, such as [10] , [16] , [25] , [26] , [19] and [8] attempt to detect bugs at runtime.
A detailed study of software defects in commercial database management systems and operating systems [21] reports that as many as half of the "high-impact" bugs are in dynamic memory allocation and pointer management. The study defines high-impact bugs as those that often results in system unavailability. The memory allocation and pointer management bugs cause out-of-bounds memory access. Accordingly, we target pointer bugs associated with dynamically-allocated objects resulting in out-of-bounds memory access. Because static checking cannot detect such bugs easily, we explore a dynamic monitoring scheme.
While implementing dynamic monitoring is relatively straightforward, the key difficulty is the runtime overhead. Though dynamic monitoring is powerful and can catch hard-to-find bugs, its considerable overhead has limited its applicability to in-house testing. As such, dynamic monitoring is too slow to be used in production runs. For instance, though Purify, which uses software for monitoring without any support from hardware, has been extremely successful in catching pointer bugs, 1000% slowdowns are common. Recent dynamic-monitoring schemes, such as [16] , iWatcher [26] , and AccMon [25] , propose to address this performance problem by leveraging thread-level speculation (TLS). These schemes use TLS to overlap speculative threads spawned from the user computation as well as the monitoring code. [16] uses Dynamic Multi Threading (DMT) [2] as its TLS architecture, and iWatcher and AccMon use [20] as their TLS architectures.
However, there are two shortcomings with these TLS-based schemes: (1) TLS schemes introduce considerable complexity: DMT uses associative searches through large trace buffers for dependence tracking and flash copying of register values. [20] pushes speculative state into the cache hierarchy and requires complicated dependence tracking through the cache hierarchy. (2) Despite using TLS, dynamic monitoring still inflicts considerable performance loss. [16] reports 700% runtime overhead over no monitoring, and [25] incurs 200% for three SPEC2000 programs. While [16] targets dynamic monitoring during production runs, [25] targets the debugging phase of software development. Irrespective of the intended target, their high performance degradation coupled with their reliance on complex TLS hardware makes it hard to deploy them in production runs.
In this paper we address these shortcomings in the context of monitoring out-of-bounds memory access due to pointer bugs based on the following key observations: (1) The main computation and the monitoring code are unambiguously and truly independent except that the addresses of the main computation's memory accesses need to be passed to the monitoring code. More importantly, each dynamic instance of the monitoring code meant to check one memory access is unambiguously and truly independent of other instances. (2) Exploiting ambiguous, speculative parallelism and incurring its complexity is unnecessary when explicit, unambiguous parallelism exists. Accordingly, we propose to multithread the monitoring code in which a thread checks one memory access, and to use SMT [23] to exploit the explicit parallelism in our monitoring code. Because SMT exploits explicit parallelism instead of speculative parallelism, SMT is considerably simpler than TLS.
Another choice to exploit explicit parallelism would be chip multiprocessors (CMPs), as [19] does. However, memory addresses need to be passed from the user thread to the monitor threads. In CMPs, the user and monitor threads would run on different cores, requiring high-bandwidth (potentially specialized) communication paths between the cores. To avoid this problem, we choose SMT where the user and monitor threads run within one core and can communicate easily.
Despite running multiple monitor threads overlapped with the user thread, dynamic monitoring slows down the user thread due to two problems: instruction overhead and insufficient overlap among the monitor threads.
Because each check involves tens of instructions, monitoring incurs the first the problem of instruction overhead. Though user and monitor threads are independent, because all threads run on one SMT core the monitor threads compete with the user thread for execution resources causing substantial performance degradation. To reduce the volume of monitor instructions, we exploit the natural locality in the user addresses and memoize recent checks in a small table called the allocation-record-cache (ARC). When a user address hits in the ARC, the hardware checks the access without invoking a monitor thread, avoiding extra instructions.
This locality was also exploited by AccMon in its checklookaside-buffer (CLB). However, because each entry in CLB (and ARC) correspond to a memory object, programs allocating and accessing many objects need a large CLB (and ARC). In an attempt to reduce the size of the CLB, AccMon implements a bloom filter which results in false positives. However, while AccMon is used for debugging where the false positives will not reach the user, pesticide is for production user runs where users will not tolerate false positives unnecessarily terminating their program. Consequently, we propose a scheme without false positives. We make the key observation that because adjacent memory objects result in ARC entries with contiguous address ranges, the entries can be merged into one by simply merging the ranges into one. Because the set of valid address ranges are derived from memory allocation functions in software, we perform this merging in software in the monitoring code. Merging enables ARC to cover more memory objects with fewer entries.
The second performance problem is the insufficient overlap among the monitor threads. Although monitor threads are largely independent of the user program there still exists some synchronization. The monitor threads have to read the data structure holding the current set of valid memory allocations where as the user thread writes to the structure when allocating or deallocating memory (e.g., malloc and free). Using the standard reader-writer-lock [6] for this synchronization causes inordinate contention among the monitor threads. To address this issue, we make the key observation that because monitor-thread reads occur for every check but user-thread writes occur only in malloc and free, monitor reads are much more frequent than user writes. Accordingly, we employ a novel locking strategy, called biased lock, in which each monitor thread has its own lock for reading whereas the user thread has to obtain all the monitor-thread locks before writing. This biased strategy makes readers fast at the cost of the writer which fits our context of frequent monitor reads and infrequent user writes.
The key novelty of this paper are the range merging ARC and biased lock. Our simulation results show that starting from an average runtime overhead of 414% incurred by monitoring over no monitoring, pesticide reduces this overhead to a respectable 24% using a 256-entry ARC and three monitor threads. This 24% overhead compares well with [16] 's 700% and [25] 's 200% and also with the fact the Java which performs bounds-checks in-line in the user code incurs about 100% runtime overhead [4] , [24] . Because pesticide checks all heap accesses, it covers all out-of-bounds heap accesses without any false positives.
The roadmap for the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section II we describe our software and hardware architecture. In Section III, we describe the ARC, the biased locks and the merging scheme. We present our evaluation methodology in Section IV and our results in Section V. Section VI describes related work and we conclude in Section VII.
II. OUR SCHEME
In general, pointer bugs can be associated with heap, stack, or static objects, However, because the study on commercial software, mentioned in Section I, shows that heap objects account for about half of all the "high-impact" bugs [21] , we monitor only heap objects and not the stack or static objects. Moreover, there are efficient schemes to monitor the stack (e.g., [7] protects against buffer overflow with minimal performance degradation). As we explain later, pesticide can apply to static objects.
A. Overview
To achieve our goal of monitoring user-thread heap accesses, we need to track user-thread heap allocations and deallocations, and check whether user-thread accesses fall within a valid allocation. We track the memory allocations and deallocations in a hash table called the book-keeping-structure (BKS). To perform the checking, our monitor threads run concurrently with the user thread on a SMT processor. Upon a load or store instruction in the user thread, pesticide triggers a monitor thread to check the address and the length of the access. Multiple instances of the monitor thread run on the SMT processor to check multiple accesses in parallel (the number of monitor threads is fixed). Each monitoring thread matches the address and length of the access against the BKS entries. A match (i.e., access is to a valid address and access length is within allocated size) indicates that the access is legal. A mismatch indicates a pointer bug. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of pesticide.
We now give the details of our software in Section II-B and hardware structures in Section II-C.
B. Software support
In order for application programmers not having to worry about monitoring routines, we propose that library functions be instrumented with monitoring capabilities. We augment library calls to memory-management routines (e.g., malloc, calloc, realloc, and free) with code to maintain the BKS.
The BKS is a hash table that tracks valid memory address ranges by recording memory allocations and deallocations (the addresses are virtual addresses annotated with process ID to allow for multiple concurrent user processes). Every allocation creates a new BKS entry which is removed at the corresponding deallocation. Each entry contains the start address and the length of the allocation.
The BKS is fundamentally different from conventional hash tables. In a conventional hash table, an object that is hashed into the hash table is found by using the same object as the key. In BKS, while we hash in allocations' address ranges, accesses to a specific address probe the BKS to determine if a given address falls within a valid range. Thus there is a disparity between what is stored (i.e., address ranges) and what is used to probe (i.e., a specific address). This disparity implies that if we hash in a long address range using the range's start address, and an access far from the start but within the range occurs, then the range and the access may fall into different hash buckets resulting in the access not finding the range though the access is valid. One way to solve this problem is that we could repeatedly hash each byte of the whole range of the allocation and store all of them in the BKS. However, this approach would result in inordinately many copies of the same range and blow up the hash table size. Instead, we break the original allocation's address range into many small ranges called hashblocks (e.g, 512-byte ranges). We hash all the hash-blocks of the original allocation into the BKS using the hash-block's start address. Consecutive hash-blocks fall into consecutive buckets, and a BKS entry corresponds to one hash-block. Upon an access, we use the hash-block number part of the access's address (e.g., hash-block of 512 bytes and a 32-bit address mean that the upper 23 bits of the address are the hash-block numbers) to probe the BKS. Because the addresses within a hash-block have the same hash-block number as the hash-block's start address, accesses to a hash-block map to the same bucket as that holding the hash-block. Though our solution allows the access to find its corresponding range, we break up long address ranges into many hash-blocks, each of which repeatedly store the original range, increasing the hash table size.
We use simple open chains to handle collisions. Because access probes need to traverse the chains to ascertain validity of the access, the longer the chains the more the monitoring overhead. Therefore, it is important to keep the chains short. While a good hash function is necessary for this purpose, it is not sufficient. Hash-block size has a considerable impact on the chain length. Both small and large hash-blocks result in long chaining but in different scenarios. Small hash-blocks break up larger allocations into many BKS entries (albeit in different buckets) resulting in much chaining. Large hash-blocks imply that many smaller allocations fall into the same bucket resulting in much chaining. Thus, the hash-block size has to match the allocation size commonly found in programs.
One simple optimization we can do is that, upon an check, we move a hash element to the top of its hash chain in anticipation that the hash element will be accessed again due to locality. This move reduces the chain traversal in subsequent accesses.
C. Hardware support
Because the volume of memory accesses to be checked is high and the check itself is fairly short especially if the BKS chains are short (e.g., a few tens of instructions), using software to spawn monitor threads or to pass the addresses from user to monitor thread would incur considerable overhead. Instead, we employ hardware support in the form of the monitor-job-queue (MJQ) which captures the user thread's addresses off the pipeline and triggers a monitor thread to check the access.
The MJQ is a FIFO queue built in hardware. The queue buffers address (virtual address and process ID) and the length of the heap accesses to be monitored. As we mentioned before, we check only heap accesses, and not stack and static accesses. The MJQ determines an address to belong to the heap if the address lies between the heap bottom and heap ceiling. Address and length of the access whether it is a byte, word, or quadword are then taken from the load-store queue.
Monitoring could potentially be triggered at any point in the execution of loads and stores. Monitoring before commit would include misspeculate loads and stores along with the correct loads and stores leading to wastage of SMT resources as much of the monitoring would be unnecessarily triggered. Therefore, we check at commit. Because loads and stores stay in the load-store queue until commit, we readily obtain the addresses and the access lengths from the load-store queue.
While the checking itself is independent of the user thread once the access address and length are given to the monitor thread, the decision of whether to allow the access to commit before the check completes or not impacts the parallelism between the monitor and user threads. While loads does not cause bugs to spread to other programs, stores may propagate bugs via I/O. Delaying the commit till the check completes prevents a buggy store from propagating further. Because stores are frequent enough, this option would curtail the parallelism between user and monitor threads and would severely slow down the user threads. Instead, to retain the parallelism, we do not hold up store commits till the check completes. Thus, accesses may commit before the check completes. (e.g., a few hundreds of cycles). To prevent bug propagation, we ensure that all checks pending in the MJQ are complete before any system call, including I/O call, is committed. Because system calls are infrequent this delay in commit does not significantly impact performance.
Apart from system calls, the other point where the user thread waits for the monitor thread is upon memory deallocations. Deallocating a heap object while there are pending checks of accesses to the object would cause us to flag a bug incorrectly. Consequently, we ensure that all pending checks complete before the deallocation starts. While hardware can easily detect system calls as special opcodes and trigger the draining of the MJQ, deallocation functions are indistinguishable from other functions in the user thread.
To that end, we use a special NOP to signal the beginning of a deallocation. Because deallocations are also infrequent, delaying the deallocation till all pending checks are complete does not significantly impact performance. We mentioned earlier that we can easily extend pesticide to static objects. Because static objects' address ranges are known at link time, the linker can insert the ranges into the BKS.
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III. SUPPORTING EFFICIENT MONITORING
The key reasons for performance degradation in the basic scheme described so far are instruction overhead and insufficient overlap among monitor threads. We alleviate these problems via our optimizations.
A. Allocation-record-cache (ARC)
To reduce the instruction overhead of monitoring, we exploit the locality in the user-thread accesses to memoize checks to recently-accessed heap objects so that future checks to the same objects are elided completely and the instruction count overhead of monitoring is reduced. We use a hardware cache, called the allocation-record-cache (ARC), for this memoization.
Before inserting an access into the MJQ, the address of the access is first checked in the ARC. Upon a hit, the ARC performs the check in hardware. Consequently we do not place the access in the MJQ, saving the instructions of the check. A miss launches a monitor thread which performs the check in software but also loads the ARC with the BKS entry used to perform the check.
Each ARC entry holds a BKS entry: the start address and the length of the allocation. However, there is a key difference between the BKS and ARC entry. To avoid the danger of an address not finding its range in the BKS, both the address and range are hashed by their hash-block number. Consequently, each hash entry can cover only a hash-block implying that large allocations be broken up into multiple hash-blocks, introducing repetition in the hash entries. Because the ARC is a small cache, such repetition would be wasteful. Instead we use a fully-associative cache so that there is no indexing into the ARC. Because every access searches through all of ARC's entries, there is no danger of an access not finding its range in the ARC. Consequently, each entry in the ARC is not restricted to covering one hash-block, implying that an ARC entry can cover an entire allocation without breaking up the allocation across multiple ARC entries.
Thus, the address of an access is matched against all the ARC's entries in parallel, checking if the address fall within an entry's start address and the entry's allocation length.
Because the ARC is essentially a cache of the BKS, any modifications to the BKS need to be handled by the ARC for maintaining coherence between the BKS and the ARC. Consequently, the ARC is flushed upon deallocations which are identified by the special NOPs described in Section II-C. As mentioned earlier, deallocations are infrequent, so the flushes do not significantly impact the ARC.
B. Range merging
While the ARC works well for many programs, a few programs make and access many (small) allocations. Because one ARC entry can hold only one allocation, small allocations imply that the ARC can reach only a small part of the user thread's working set; and many allocations imply that many ARC entries would be needed. The net effect is many misses in the ARC. Many allocations also implies long hash collision chains in the BKS. Here again, the long collision chains is not due to an ineffective hash function, but rather due to the fact the one hash entry can hold only one allocation.
We exploit the fact that the BKS entries for adjacent heap objects can be merged to increase the effective capacity of the ARC. This merging has the additional benefit of shortening the hash collision chains.
Because memory allocations and deallocations are tracked by the BKS, we perform this merging in software in the BKS code. To implement merging, we keep the BKS entries in the collision chains in ascending order of starting addresses. Upon new allocations, an insert into a chain merges entries if two entries contain contiguous ranges. Upon deallocations, a previously-merged entry may be broken into two entries. As such, merging increases the overhead of the BKS code. Because allocations and deallocations are relatively less frequent than accesses which benefit from the improved effective ARC size and shorter chain lengths, merging improves performance (allocations need not be infrequent in the absolute just fewer than accesses). Also, we do not perform the locality optimization of moving the hash element to the top of the hash chain as such moving will violate the ordering of the start addresses.
There is one difficulty with merging: Because memory allocators often allocate memory objects padded to a size larger than requested for reducing memory-management overhead, storing heap-management-related meta information, and alignment reasons, merging padded ranges would result in letting some bugs go undetected. If an access falls in the padding which is in the middle of a merged range then the access is invalid, but we cannot detect it to be so. To address this problem, we first make the key observation that same-sized objects are adjacent in the common case. This observation implies that in the common case padding would exhibit a repetitious pattern in the merged ranges. Consequently, recording the padding just once for the entire merged range would suffice. Therefore, we merge two ranges only if they are adjacent and they are of the same size and have the same padding. We record the start address of the first allocation, the size of the allocation, and end address of the merged entry. The ARC caches these merged entries.
Ignoring the above observation and merging different-sized objects would mean recording all the paddings within the merged range. This recording even if done via bit vectors would add substantial space overhead, defeating merging's purpose.
C. Biased Locks
Because checking of one access is independent of checking of other accesses, we employ multiple monitor threads in parallel. However, because memory allocation and deallocation routines in the user thread share the BKS with the monitor threads, it is necessary to protect the shared data via proper synchronization. Specifically, the user thread writes and the monitor threads read. However, the two commonly-used locking strategies lead to heavy contention among the monitor threads. The first strategy, called the basic lock, uses one global lock contended by all threads (i.e., user thread and multiple monitor threads), as shown in Figure 2a . There is heavy contention among the multiple monitor threads leading to complete serialization.
The second strategy, called RW, is for multiple readers and writers involved in producer-consumer scenarios (user thread is the producer and the monitor threads are the consumers). As shown in Figure 2b , RW also has a global lock between the reader and the writer. RW attempts to reduce the overhead on the readers by requiring only the first reader to grab the global lock, allowing later readers to avoid grabbing the global lock. However, the readers among themselves have to grab a local lock to identify the first reader. Because the local lock protects just an increment operation, the local lock does not serialize the readers much. If the original critical section to be protected from the writer is long, the local lock overhead is amortized. Unfortunately, because our monitor threads are very short, the local lock overhead is not amortized.
We make the key observation that our writer (i.e., user thread) is much less frequent than readers (i.e., monitor thread). Therefore we bias the overhead away from the readers and towards the writer in the lock called biased-lock, as shown in Figure 2c . In the biasedlock each reader is given its own lock. So there is no contention among the readers. The writer on the other hand needs to grab the locks of all the readers. This ensure mutual exclusion and at the same time allows the monitors to be accessed without too much overhead. With biased lock, we do not perform the locality optimization of moving the hash element to the top of the hash chain as such moving will make monitor threads also writers of BKS, breaking our assumption that monitor threads can execute in parallel completely.
In SMT, resources are shared across threads. It is wasteful for a thread to be spin-waiting on a lock because instructions which go repeatedly into the pipeline will only confirm that the lock is still not available. We want the thread waiting for this lock to stall so the thread will not eat up resources which would be allocated to other threads which may make progress. Such a stalling scheme is implemented in Lock-box [22] which we use. The lock-box stalls a thread on a busy bit when the lock is already taken. Upon the unlock instruction, the bit is cleared and the waiting thread is signaled to go ahead.
IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
We use a SMT simulator based on the Simplescalar 3.0c [5] running the Alpha instruction set to simulate pesticide. Our simulation parameters are shown in Table I .
We use SPEC2000CPU benchmark set. Because we focus on heap accesses, we do not consider Fortran-77 benchmarks which does not have dynamic allocations. Due to time constraint, we simulate only C benchmarks and not C++. We create benchmark binaries with and without monitoring incorporated into the memory management libraries. To ensure that both versions have the same level of compiler optimizations, we compile the benchmarks using gcc2.97 on a DEC Alpha running OSF.
The key software parameters are hash-table size and hashblock size. We use a hash-table with 64K buckets which are sufficient for our benchmarks. We found that the best hash-block size is 512 bytes which we use in all experiments except while varying the hash-block size.
We incorporate early SimPoints [18] in our simulations. Because of the instruction-count overhead of monitoring, the nomonitoring and monitoring versions of the benchmarks execute different total number of instructions for the same Simpoints. We ensured that the two versions run the same user instructions as intended by SimPoints.
V. RESULTS
Because performance is the key concern for dynamic monitoring, we present performance achieved by pesticide. We do not show coverage because by design pesticide covers all out-ofbounds heap accesses. Also, we do not incur any false positives.
Section V-A presents the unoptimized, raw impact of monitoring on performance. Section V-B shows how running multiple monitor threads impacts performance-with different locking strategies. These numbers show the benefit of using explicit parallelism. Because the hash-block size impacts the hash chain lengths which directly impacts the instruction overhead of monitoring, we vary the hash-block size in Section V-C. Section V-D shows the benefit of eliding checks via ARC's memoization. Section V-E shows how much merging improves performance by increasing the ARC's reach and also shortening the hash chains. Finally, Section V-F summarizes our results.
A. Runtime overhead due to monitoring
In Figure 3 , we show the runtime overhead of monitoring. The Y axis shows as percent, the run time of the user thread with one monitor thread normalized to the run time of the user thread with no monitoring. We show a line at the 100% mark which represents no performance degradation due to monitoring. The higher the bars above this line, the more the performance degradation. The X axis shows the benchmarks. Low IPC (instructions per cycle) in the case of no monitoring implies that the pipeline can absorb the extra monitoring instructions. To show this trend, we order the X axis in increasing order of no-monitoring IPC. There are two numbers shown on top of each bar. The top number is the ratio of the dynamic instruction counts with monitoring over the counts without monitoring. The bottom number is the IPC of the benchmarks without monitoring.
With monitoring the benchmarks' runtime overhead range from 5% to 1634% with an average of 414%. Most benchmarks incur significant runtime overhead. There are two factors that determine performance with monitoring: (1) the dynamic instruction overhead due to monitoring (the top number on top of the bars) and (2) the IPC of the no-monitoring case (the bottom number). Because each check adds about 33 instructions to probe the BKS and determine the validity of the access and because heap accesses are frequent in general, the instruction overhead is usually high. If the instruction overhead is low, as is the case in gzip and crafty, then there is little increase in the runtime due to monitoring. However, if the instruction overhead is high, then there is substantial increase in the runtime even if the no-monitoring IPC is low allowing SMT to absorb the instruction overhead. This trend is true for most of the benchmarks on the left side of the graph such as art, equake, twolf, vpr, parser, and ammp. The only exception to this trend is mcf whose no-monitoring IPC is so low that even a high instruction overhead does not hurt performance. If the no-monitoring IPC is higher, then SMT can absorb the overhead only to a lesser extent, resulting in higher increase in runtime with monitoring. gap, perl, and mesa show this effect. Thus, monitoring introduces substantial runtime overhead. While programs with low performance such as mcf can absorb monitoring's instruction overhead, we want programs with high performance not to degrade. Therefore, we apply our optimizations to reduce the overhead, both by overlapping monitor threads and by eliminating software checks by memoizing in hardware.
B. Locking strategy
We show the improvements achieved by better locking strategies from Section III-C. Figure 4 shows the runtime normalized to that of no monitoring. For each benchmark, the bars going from left to right represent one monitor thread (same as Figure 3) , seven monitor threads with basic lock, with reader-writer lock, and with biased-lock, respectively.
While one would expect runtime to improve with multiple monitor threads, that is not the case for basic locks (e.g., equake). Basic lock incurs contention which offsets the benefits of multiple monitor threads. Comparing basic lock with biased lock, we see that biased lock performs significantly better due to the reduced contention for the readers. This improvement is despite the fact that the monitor code using biased lock requires 42 instructions for each check compared to the 33 required by basic lock. This instruction count increase is because biased locks do not perform the locality optimization done by basic lock of moving the hash element to the top of the hash chain (Section III-C).
While the RW lock performs better than the basic lock, biased lock is better than RW. In RW, the readers incur the overhead of its local lock (Section III-C). Apart from the serialization due to the local lock, RW requires 61 instructions for each check compared to biased-lock's 42. This increase in instruction count is due to the local lock because neither biased lock and RW perform the locality optimization. Thus, the local lock overhead is high.
Comparing one monitor thread with the biased lock, runtime overhead decreases from an average of 414% to 157%.
C. Hash-block size
As discussed in Section II-B, a small hash-block implies long hash chains due to breaking up larger allocation into many hashblocks and a large hash-block implies long hash chains due to many smaller allocations falling into the same bucket. We varied the hash block size from 256 bytes to 4KB and found that 512 bytes is the best hash-block size for our benchmarks.
D. ARC
To reduce the runtime overhead further, we now use the ARC which exploits locality to reduce the number of checks in software by memoizing recent checks in hardware. Figure 5 shows the runtime for seven monitor threads using biased locks and 512-byte hash-blocks normalized to no-monitoring case. For each benchmark, the bars going from left to right vary ARC sizes as 0, 8, 256, and 1024 entries. Note that the y-axis scale is different than that of the previous graphs. There are two numbers on top of the bars for each benchmark. The top number is the ratio of the instruction count of monitoring over that of no monitoring, and the bottom number is the ARC miss rate, both for 1024-entry ARC.
We see that even an 8-entry ARC significantly improves runtime over the no-ARC case. For many benchmarks, even 8 entries suffice. For these benchmarks, the ARC miss rates (bottom numbers) are low allowing many checks to be memoized resulting in low instruction overhead (top number). Comparing this overhead with the overhead without the ARC (the top numbers in Figure 3 ), we see a large reduction. The only exceptions are equake and twolf, both of which have large miss rates even with 1024 entries. In equake's case, there are over 1 million less-than-32-bytes memory allocations which overwhelm the ARC. An 1024-entry ARC could only reach 32KB of equake's 32MB memory footprint.
E. Merging
To increase the effective size of the ARC and to shorten hash chains we employ our merging scheme which merges BKS entries of contiguous allocations of the same size. Figure 6 shows the runtime for seven monitor threads using biased lock, 512-byte hashblocks, 256-and 1024-entry ARC, and merging and no-merging normalized to no-monitoring case.
Equake and twolf are the two benchmarks which have high ARC miss rates in Figure 5 . Because equake allocates same-sized objects (about 24 bytes), merging works well. Equake's ARC miss rate improves from 62% to 11%, resulting in the runtime overhead almost vanishing. Because twolf's allocation is not as regular as equake's, twolf's improvement is less drastic. As explained in Section III-B, different-sized objects are not meged due to difficulties with padding. By reducing the rutime overhead of equake and twolf, merging provides peformance-robustness to the ARC.
Perl's runtime worsens because of its memory allocation characteristics: perl invokes the realloc() library function often, which not only reduces the possibility of merging, but also causes high instruction overhead when merging is incorporated. This high overhead is the result of realloc() performing both frees and mallocs, both of which incur instruction overhead due to merging.
For the rest of the benchmarks merging is not needed as their ARC miss rates are good to start with. Consequently merging does not improve them, but merging does not hurt them either.
F. Performance summary
Summarizing our results in Figure 7 , we show the normalized runtime averaged over the benchmarks. The three groups from left to right, show monitoring with the basic lock, with the biased lock but no merging, and with the biased lock and merging. In each group from left to right we show 1, 3 and 7 monitor threads.
Going from basic lock to biased lock corrects the disadvantageous trend of worsening performance with more threads. In all the groups, the ARC significantly improves performance, and a 256-entry ARC is enough for most benchmarks. Merging improves over the ARC by providing performance-robustness.
We see that we started with a 414% runtime overhead which we reduced to 24% using a 256-entry ARC and 3 monitor threads (the overhead is 18% for 7 monitor threads but using 7 SMT contexts for pointer bugs may be too aggressive, so we highlight 3 threads).
This 24% overhead compares well with the 700% overhead for [16] and 200% overhead for [25] which also incurs false positives, and also with the fact the Java which performs bounds-checks inline in the user code incurs about 100% runtime overhead [4] , [24] . Because pesticide checks all heap accesses, it covers all out-ofbounds heap accesses without false positives.
VI. RELATED WORK
We have discussed [16] , iWatcher [26] , and Accmon [25] . Previous work on bug detection is broadly divided into two classes, static and dynamic checking. Static checking and analysis for bugs include work from [9] , [11] , [15] and [17] . We define static checking as those schemes that do not impose any runtime overhead. However, for languages like C, pointer alias problems prevent thorough checking of code during compile time.
In dynamic checking, the earlier proposals are mainly software solutions (e.g., BCC [13] and SafePointer [3] ). However both these schemes have substantial runtime overhead (30 times for BCC and 5.4 times for SafePointer). More sophisticated dynamic checking schemes check for program-invariant violations [12] but incur high runtime overhead (e.g., 500%).
Next we discuss dynamic schemes which use some hardware support. DISE [14] is designed for checking whether accesses fall within coarse-grain contiguous address space rather than finegrain objects. DISE checks all accesses against the same bound (which can be kept in two registers for the whole execution) whereas we check accesses against individual object boundaries (need to be kept in memory, not registers).
HeapMon [19] also targets out-of-bounds bugs but checks at word granularity whereas we check at byte granularity. Thus, HeapMon would miss out-of-bounds accesses for object sizes that are not multiple of words. As [21] shows, "high-impact" bugs access a few bytes past objects. HeapMon would miss these important bugs. Adding byte granularity to HeapMon would increase its overhead. Additionally, HeapMon uses an extra 128KB cache (much larger than our 256-entry ARC), without which its performance overhead is 17%. However, this 17% cannot be compared with our 24% overhead because Heapmon uses small, unrealistic SPEC2000 test inputs while we use realistic ref inputs. HeapMon's performance would be worse with larger ref inputs.
Mondrian Memory Protection [8] checks memory protection for arbitrary-sized memory blocks, and could be used for pointer bugs. However, Mondrian has no ability to overlap checking with user thread. Implementing Mondrian with additional features (non- basic lock biased lock,no merge biased lock,merge 1 monitor threads 3 monitor threads 7 monitor threads existent in [8] ) to allow this overlap would need significantly more complex and dedicated hardware to service or buffer checks while checker cache misses are being serviced. [8] 's performance numbers cannot be compared to ours because [8] gives an overhead on the number of memory accesses using SPEC2000 test and train inputs but not runtime overhead with ref inputs.
VII. CONCLUSION
The key challenge with dynamic monitoring schemes for detecting pointer bugs is the runtime overhead. Previous approaches have used thread-level speculation (TLS) to reduce the overhead. However, the approaches still incur substantial slowdowns while requiring complex TLS hardware. We explicitly multithreaded the monitor code and use SMT to exploit the parallelism in the monitor code, avoiding TLS's complexity.
Out scheme still slows down the user thread due to two problems: instruction overhead and insufficient overlap among the monitor threads. To address instruction overhead, we exploited the natural locality in the user thread addresses and memoized recent checks in a small table called the allocation-record-cache (ARC). However, programs making and accessing many small memory allocations cause many ARC misses and reduce the effectiveness of ARC. To address this issue, we make the key observation that because adjacent memory objects result in ARC entries with contiguous address ranges, the entries can be merged into one by simply merging the ranges into one. This merging increases the effective size of the ARC. Finally, insufficient overlap among monitor threads occurs because of inefficient synchronization to protect the allocation data structure updated by the user thread and read by the monitor threads. We made the key observation that because monitor-thread reads occur for every check but user-thread writes occur only in allocations and deallocations, monitor reads are much more frequent than user writes. We proposed a locking strategy, called biased lock, which puts the locking overhead on the writer away from the readers.
We show that starting from a runtime overhead of 414% pesticide reduces this overhead to a respectable 24% running three monitor threads on an SMT using a 256-entry ARC with merging and biased lock. This 24% overhead compares well with previous schemes' 700% and 200% and also with the fact the Java which performs bounds-checks in-line in the user code incurs about 100% runtime overhead. Because pesticide checks all heap accesses, it covers all out-of-bounds heap accesses without any false positives.
